
 
Instructions for Auto flowers: 
 
- use a 7 gallon pot in volume (minimum) 
- Fill up the pots with our SS-W super Soil  
- Wet the soil and stir it around in the pot so all the peat moss is evenly moist, use 
approximately 3.5 liters per pot 
- Pat down the soil to a medium firmness. Make sure it isn’t too dense.  
- Place each seed 1 Cm below the surface of the soil in the center of the pot or use a peat pellet 
to germinate the seedling before placing it into the pot. 
- make sure where the seed is placed is very moist. You can place a clear cup on top of it to 
keep the moisture in. 
-when you see the seed starting to sprout out of the soil, you can take the cup off. If it wilts, 
place the cup back on top and let it strengthen up. Continue this everyday till it doesn’t wilt 
anymore. It should only take a couple days. If you take the cup off right when you see a tiny 
sprout it should be fine and will most likely not need the cup to cover it anymore. 
- During the young sprout stage, you do not need to do anything but water when the soil gets 
dry. The first week or so you probably will not need too water much. Only splash a little water 
on the surface to keep it moist. 
 
Vegging stage: 

- After 3-4 weeks the plant has sprouted, you can add 3 teaspoons of the Veg top dressing 
once a week in each pot. Sprinkle it all around on the surface of the soil and water after. 

- Be sure to water when the soil gets dry, usually around 3-4 liters each watering when 
the plant is the size of the pot. 

- Watering frequency can be up to every other day when the plant is at mature size. Be 
sure to not let the soil dry out too much.  

- Once a week you can mix the EM1 Essential microbes into your water on your watering 
days and drench the soil. Make sure the EM1 is stored in your fridge. 

 
Flowering Stage: 

- These seeds are auto flowers so they will flower on their own after 4-6 weeks after they 
have sprouted. When you start seeing pistils show (Pistils are White Hairs that will 
become flowers), you can stop feeding the veg top dressing and switch to the bloom top 
dressing. Apply 1 tablespoon once a week per pot. Only apply this for 4 weeks then only 
water for the rest of the plant’s duration.  

- Em1 can be added the same way as the veg stage once a week in your water.  
 

The entire grow should take about 65-75 days from the day of sprout 
 


